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WOLF PLASTICS:  
Improved sustainability –  
We give it our all.

White vests from
grey buckets
Our customers are making increa-
sing use of various types of grey 
container, partly to demonstrate the
environmental awareness of their
company as well as to upgrade their
own climate footprint. WOLF
PLASTICS packaging made from
regranulate maintains the same 
high quality criteria in the non-
food sector and can be produced in 
equally attractive 
designs. So recy-
cling is twice as 
practical.

WOLF PLASTICS: We live  
out our best service  
principle afresh every day.

Colour choice
without conscience
WOLF PLASTICS plastic packaging
can be coloured as required and can
still be delivered simply and quickly.
There is a selection of 16 standard
colours and innumerable colours in
the Pantone range. An inspection
sample shows the 
end result 1:1. All 
the surprises are
positive as re-
gards colour  
matching.
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The oval buckets
You could say that the WOLF PLASTICS oval bucket is like the
egg of Columbus; the single solution for all tasks. Food grade
compliant, robust, air-tight and solvent-resistant, it can be
used wherever it is needed. It is the favourite of the
construction sector but also helps some delicatessens
to make a perfect entrance into the market.

NEW

≤ 5,5 litre  ...................................................................................................................... 38
EO0120 | EO0350-01 | EO0352 | EO0551-01 |  
EO0554

10 to 12.5 litres ................................................................................................... 39
EO1000-00 | EO1001 | EO1005 | EO1200 | EO1250 | 
EO1250-01

14 to 17 litres ......................................................................................................... 40
EO1400 | EO1501 | EO1500-03 | EO1701 

18 litres ............................................................................................................................. 41
EO1800 | EO1801 | EO1800-03 | EO1800-08

Bucket oval „Roundcorner“ 
< 20 litres  .................................................................................................................... 42
ER1600 | ER1700 | ER1800
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Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | KB: Plastic handle. MB: Metal handle. 
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. RD: Shake-proof lid. WD: Waterproof lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, oval

≤ 5.5 litre
EO0120
EO0350-01
EO0352
EO0551-01
EO0554

EO0120 EO350-01 EO0352 EO0551-01 EO0554

Nominal filling volume 1.200 ml 3.500 ml 3.500 ml 5.500 ml 5.500 ml

D x d x H 170 x 130 x 117 mm 238 x 177 x 160 mm 239 x 177 x 159 mm 276 x 198 x 185 mm 284 x 199 x 185 mm

Stacking height ++ 1 + 3 1 + 3 1 + 3 1 + 3

Handle MB MB KB | MB MB  KB | MB

Lid UD UD RD | WD UD RD | WD

Shake-proof Yes Yes

Packaging unit 2.160 items 1.000 items 1.000 items 800 items 960 items
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Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | MB: Metal handle. MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip. MG: Shell grip.
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. RD: Shake-proof lid. WD: Waterproof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

Buckets, oval

10 to 12.5 litres
EO1000-00
EO1001
EO1005
EO1200
EO1250
EO1250-01

EO1000-00 EO1001 EO1005 EO1200 EO1250 EO1250-01

Nominal filling volume 10.000 ml 10.000 ml 10.000 ml 12.000 ml 12.500 ml 12.500 ml

D x d x H 356 x 274 x 215 mm 349 x 267 x 223 mm 358 x 272 x 214 mm 379 x 291 x 200 mm 358 x 272 x 246 mm 355 x 276 x 245 mm

Stacking height 1 + 3 1 + 3 1 + 3 1 + 4 1 + 2 1 + 3

Handlel MBGR MBGR MB MBGR MB MB

Lid UD | RD UD UD RD | SD | WD UD | RD UD

Shake-proof — | Yes Yes | — | Yes

Packaging unit 450 items 500 items 440 items 500 items 440 items 450 items

WOLF PLASTICS: Our research and development  
make the world a better place.

WOLF PLASTICS lids can be supplied as
Shake-proof lid – particularly suitable for paint/cleaning
Universal lid – our usual high standard of quality
Waterproof lid – for optimum sealing
Sealed lid – su itable for sealing film, ideal for use with foodstuffs
All lids come with an optional opening tab. You can also request 
WOLF PLASTICS lids with the container of your choice as a  
sample, so that you can test it for yourself.
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Buckets, oval

14 to 17 litres
EO1400
EO1501
EO1500-03
EO1701

Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip.
Lid  | UD: Universal lid. RD: Shake-proof lid. WD: Waterproof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

EO1400 EO1501 EO1500-03 EO1701

Nominal filling volume 14.000 ml 15.000 ml 15.000 ml 17.000 ml

D x d x H 380 x 294 x 231 mm 380 x 294 x 248 mm 378 x 293 x 251 mm 390 x 296 x 240 mm

Stacking height 1 + 3 1 + 2 1 + 3 1 + 2

Handle MBGR MBGR MBGR MBGR

Lid RD | SD | WD RD RD | SD | WD UD

Shake-proof Yes | — | Yes Yes Yes | — | Yes

Packaging unit 400 items 480 items 400 items 400 items
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Buckets, oval

18 litres
EO1800
EO1801
EO1800-03
EO1800-08

++ | Small buckets are supplied in trays with interlayers.
Size | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle | KB: Plastic handle. 
Lid | WD: Waterproof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

EO1800 EO1801 EO1800-03 EO1800-08

Volumen 18.000 ml 18.000 ml 18.000 ml 18.000 ml

D x d x H 380 x 297 x 298 mm 380 x 298 x 296 mm 381 x 294 x 298 mm 381 x 294 x 298 mm

Stacking height 1 + 2 1 + 2 1 + 2 1 + 3

Bügel MBGR MBGR MBGR MBGR

Lid RD RD RD | SD | WD RD | SD | WD

Shake-proof Yes Yes Yes | — | Yes Yes | — | Yes

Packaging unit 400 items 400 items 400 items 400 items

WOLF PLASTICS: Our research and deve- 
lopment make the world a better place.

Stirred or shaken
WOLF PLASTICS lids withstand everything. 
Whether shaken or stirred, with or with- 
out closing tab. A special feature is the  
DO 1800-00, the so-called „shake-proof lid”.  
The shake-proof lid is mainly used in the 
construction industry. When colours are 
mixed, there are different types of applica-
tion: stirring, biaxial mixing or shaking. The 
hardest requirement for the container is 
shaking, an up-down movement at certain 
speed levels and in different durations. The 
vibrating lid has a sealing lip on the inside, 
which adds to the seal and prevents paint 
from settling on the edge of the lid. WOLF 
PLASTICS has a patent for the so-called  
„shaking nose”.

„Shaking nose”
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New buckets
stack well. 

The stacking wonder with
rounded corners

❚  stackable in 4 layers
❚  increased storage space
❚  fewer transport routes
❚  better stability

Protected design
The new WOLF PLASTICS bucket is
protected by a utility model. Pro-
gram logics and technical elements 
are researched for their relevance.
The property rights apply both in 
Austria and in 
many EU states.
Test the new  
bucket - request 
your sample 
copy!

WOLF PLASTICS: We live  
out our best service  
principle afresh every day.
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New buckets
stack well. 

It is particularly effective due to its increased stackability, and its static, cleverly thought-out trendy sha-
pe means that this innovative container can now be stacked in an unbelievable four layers. This adds up 
to not only an unbeatable saving on storage space but also fewer and more efficient transport routes.

WOLF PLASTICS always has its eye on customer needs, sometimes 
even before they arise. So the latest result of WP’s research and 
development is always readily available: The „Roundcorner”

oval bucket, developed especially for the construction materials 
industry, where it is already in use.

The oval bucket    
       „Roundcorner”

NEW

From an ergonomic point of view this newcomer has a lot to offer; like the practical roller grip on  
the metal handle, for instance, which makes the bucket more comfortable to carry. Of course the 
„Roundcorner” bucket oval has a lot to recommend it both internally and externally; i.e., it also  
comes in a wide range of colours and is of course IML-capable.
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Buckets, oval „Roundcorner” 

Greatest efficiency
Modern design
The „Roundcorner” bucket is living proof that
shapes can be developed further and what is
already good can be made even better. Closely
associated with this is its design, which in a subtle
but noticeable way raises it above other
containers.

Reduced stacking volume per pallet
Thanks to its new shape, the container can be
stacked in four layers, which in turn leads to the
practical advantage of reduced stacking volume
per pallet. This also results in savings on pallets
and thus a reduction in overall storage space.

Improved handling
Design follows function – the shape not only looks
good, it also makes for an overall improvement in
handling. It also makes planning and optimisation
easier and facilitates the implementation of
container streaming. 

Improved fit on the tail-lift
Invisible at first glance: This container fits on the
tail lift better, making it possible to speed up the
unloading process.

Greater stability due to lower height
One point that became very obvious during the
research and development phase was that due  
to lower height, the greater the stability that  
could be achieved and this would eliminate  
movement during transportation.

Optimised roller grip for handling

As soon as the container has been delivered and
unloaded it is ready for use. The optimised roller 
grip makes it fast to pick up and saves more time in 
the work process.

„Rüttelnase”
The perfectly-designed, patented „Rüttelnase” be-
aded rim protects the contents and provides the 
perfect closure for your contents.

IML
The Inmould-Labelling process enables packaging to
be manufactured and labelled in one working
process. This eliminates the need to store blank
over-packaging, making storage and transport costs
a thing of the past.

WOLF PLASTICS:  
We live out our best  
service  principle afresh  
every day.

Any colour on  
request
You can order any colour you like from 
the Pantone range from WOLF PLAS-
TICS. Choose metallic, transparent or 
glitter - colour-coordinated with the dif-
ferent lid colours. Contact your personal 
WOLF PLASTICS representative or call  
directly
within Austria 
Tel.: +43 (0) 3844 8080-0 or office.at@wolfplastics.eu
within Hungary 
Tel.: +36 (99) 544 610 or office.hu@wolfplastics.eu
within Romania 
Tel.: +40 (0) 21 255 03 23 or office.ro@wolfplastics.eu
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Buckets, oval „Roundcorner” 

< 20 litres
ER1600
ER1700
ER1800

Size  | Tolerance deviation +/- 1 mm possible.
Handle  | MBGR: Metal handle with roller grip.
Lid  | RD: Shake-proof lid. SD: Sealed lid. Lid overlap approx. + 1 mm.

NEW

ER1600 ER1700 ER1800

Nominal filling volume 17.400 ml 18.100 ml 19.600 ml

D x d x H 390 X 300 X 235 mm 390 x 300 x 246 mm 390 x 300 x 269 mm

Stacking height 1 + 3 1 + 3 1 + 3

Handle MBGR MBGR MBGR

Lid RD | SD RD | SD RD | SD

Packaging unit 400 items 400 items 400 items

The booster for your
environmental footprint
If our customers decide to go for 
recycled „grey” alternatives instead 
of „new” raw materials, the advan-
tages are plain to see.

❚    same cost plus savings in 
valuable resources

❚      equally robust, sustainable and 
sealable as new plastic

❚    same design options, also IML- 
capable

❚    upgrade of environmental foot-
print due to massive savings in 
energy and CO2.

WOLF PLASTICS:  
Improved sustainability –  
We give it our all.

Example
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